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ABSTRACT
Titanium-Aluminum alloys are one of the widely used alloys in multiple
engineering applications. They are highly preferred in Selective Laser Melting (SLM)
processes due to their low density, high melting temperature, and good strength.
Segregation occurs during the solidification of most alloys and produces a non-uniform
distribution of atoms. In SLM, segregation may depict the type of adhesion between the
two deposited interfacial layers and the strength between the interphase between an
already solidified layer and a new one, and overall, the quality of the printed part. In
order to avoid segregation, the understanding of the segregation behavior at atomistic
level is important. The main goal of this work is to understand the metal segregation in
titanium-aluminum alloys for 3D printing applications using molecular simulations. For
this the solidification of metal alloys is computationally simulated and the atomic
ordering and structural transformations of the systems are studied. The thermal stability
of different compositions of titanium-aluminum metal alloys and the size effects of the
system on atomic ordering, structural transformation, and thermal stabilization of the
alloys using Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations is done. MD simulations are widely
used in the studies of atomic transformations and structural evolutions of molecular
systems and require the use of forcefields to describe the forces between atoms. In
addition to the main goal, in this the performance of the Zope-Mishin Embedded Atom
Method (EAM) and the Sun-Ramachandranan-Wick Modified Embedded Atom Method
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iv
(MEAM) potential developed for the titanium-aluminum systems is evaluated. This work
is divided into two parts. In the first part, the simulations are carried out in nine different
compositions of 3.4 nm titanium-aluminum spherical nanoclusters with the timestep of 2
fs, the equilibration time of 50 ps, and the total simulation time of 2 ns and in the second
part the simulations are carried out in two titanium-rich clusters of the same composition
but different sizes are done at the timestep of 1 fs, the equilibration time of 100 ps, and
the total simulation time of 1 ns. Each study is done twice using two different forcefields
each time. The clusters are melted at high temperature and solidified at room temperature
(300K) using simulated annealing. The analysis is done using the radial density
distribution of atoms, the structural evolutions from the trajectories, and the melting
temperature calculations using the combination of caloric and heat capacity curves u sing
both forcefields. From the EAM potential, the solidified titanium-rich clusters show an
inclination to icosahedral geometry whereas the MEAM potential shows the solidified
aluminum-rich clusters to have an inclination to truncated octahedral geometry.
Moreover, MEAM calculated the melting temperature of pure aluminum nanocluster at
711.76K and pure titanium nanocluster at 1185.36K. In the clusters except for the ones
with high titanium concentration, aluminum migrates to the surface upon solidification.
Due to the presence of titanium in the grain boundary making the adhesion between two
SLM interfacial layers stronger. These high titanium clusters are found to have low
segregation and suggested in SLM printing applications. The size effect study done
shows no significant change in the properties of the structures or the melting
temperatures.
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CHAPTER 1
BACKGROUND

1.1

Additive Manufacturing

Additive Manufacturing (AM) is an alternate to rapid prototyping methods.
Unlike the rapid prototyping methods that have been used to produce prototypes for
visual testing and fit evaluation, AM process is focused on the creation of functional
shaped parts. The production of parts additively, layer by layer, was first described and
patented in the 1980s [1] by groups in several countries, including Japan, France and the
USA. Several different approaches to rapid prototyping and additive manufacturing have
since been developed. AM involves the production of parts layer by layer, with each layer
forming a cross section of the part. To form a layer, the powder feedstock is melted and
solidified. Another layer of the material is formed by depositing the material in the
previous layer and fused together. AM is capable of fabricating complex integrated parts,
therefore making it one of the most researched manufacturing methods [2]. AM
processes are mostly laser based because the high intensity and highly assimilated beam
of energy produced by a laser can create dense parts for high stress applications [1]. AM
can be classified into seven categories based on the type of process they use namely, vat
polymerization, material jetting, material extrusion, sheet lamination, binder jetting,
directed energy deposition, and powder bed fusion [3].
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1.1.1

Vat Polymerization
Vat polymerization [3] uses plastics and polymers as the raw feed and involves

the selective curing of liquid polymers in a vat by ultraviolet light. After a layer has been
created, it is re-coated with polymer resin and the process is repeated. The first vat
polymerization system was the Stereolithography Apparatus (SLA) patented by Charles
Hull in 1984 [4] and marketed by 3D systems. This was also the first commercial,
additive, free-form fabrication process. In SLA, the photopolymer is cured by the means
of 17 galvanically steered laser spots. Modern developments include the use of micro
mirror arrays (Digital Light Processing (DLP) technology) [5] [6] to project light
patterns [5], micro scale lithography [7] and more sophisticated resins [8] [9].
1.1.2

Material Jetting
In material jetting processes, droplets of material are sprayed from a nozzle (or

series of nozzles) in order to build up layers. The jetting may be achieved by
piezoelectric, thermal or by jetting in an aerosol form [10] [11]. Materials can include
polymers and photopolymers, waxes, ceramics [12] and metals [1] [5] [13]. If a
photopolymer is employed, an appropriate light source adjacent to the deposition head is
used as a source of energy for curing. The first such devices were manufactured and
marketed by Solidscape Inc. in 1994 [1]. More recently, this method has been extended
to the direct production of functionally graded and multi-material parts, electronic
components that include both conductive and insulating elements [14] and weld-based
production of metal parts using droplets of molten metal [15] [16] .
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1.1.3

Material Extrusion
Material extrusion processes are among the most common solid free-form

fabrication systems in use today, representing the largest installed base [17]. In material
extrusion processes a continuous stream of material extruded from a nozzle is used to
build up part layers. The nozzle is moved relative to the build platform, in order to create
the layer geometry. The first material extrusion system, Fused Deposition Modeling
(FDM) was developed and patented by Scott Crump in 1989 [18]. FDM systems produce
thermoplastic parts by the extrusion of a stream of material heated to above its glass
transition temperature. Materials include a wide variety of engineering plastics such as
Nylon, Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene (ABS), Polyactic Acid (PLA), and Polycarbonate
[19]. Other materials that may be processed by FDM style material extrusion include
metals [20] and ceramics [21] [22] by powder filled filament as well as composite
material by filament containing reinforcing 19 fibers. Systems capable of extruding
cement and high-performance concrete, bio-compatible materials, food [23], and
conductive elements [24] have also been developed.
1.1.4

Sheet Lamination
Sheet lamination processes produce parts by fusing sheets of material one on top

of the other, forming a laminate. The cross section of the part is cut out of each sheet
either after bonding or before bonding [1] [5]. After production, the sections of the
laminate not corresponding to the part are broken off. The process of removing excess
material may be assisted by the addition of a hatch pattern in the excess material while
the layer profile is also being created. The first sheet lamination process, Laminated
Object Manufacturing (LOM) can be credited to Michael Feygin and Helisys Inc. in
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1985-86 [25]. Sheets may be composed of metal, polymer, or paper. Cross sections may
be created by cutting with lasers or by mechanical means such as Computer Numerical
Controlled (CNC) milling or cutting multiple sheets with a blade. Bonding may be
achieved chemically, thermally or by ultrasonic welding.
1.1.5

Binder Jetting
In Binder Jetting processes, layers are generated by selectively spraying a binder

onto a powder bed. The binder fuses the powder to form a solid layer. Once a layer is
created, the powder bed is lowered, re-coated with an even layer of powder and the
process is repeated to build up the object. The first binder jetting processes was '3D
printing', developed at MIT in 1989 [26]. Modern Binder Jetting processes can be used
to create plastics, composites, ceramic, sand [27] [28] and metal parts [29]. This
process is also capable of generating full color parts, by using pigments along with the
binder. Curing, infiltration and sintering may be required after initial part production for
the part to achieve its final strength and surface characteristics [30].
1.1.6

Directed Energy Deposition
Directed energy deposition processes are similar to material jetting and material

extrusion is some respects. In directed energy deposition systems, focused thermal energy
is used to bond materials to the substrate in order to build up layers. The material may
consist of a continuous wire feed or powder carried by an inert gas [31]. The thermal
energy may be supplied by laser [32], electron beam [33], or plasma arc [34] . The first
powder based directed energy deposition systems was the Laser Engineered Net Shaping
(LENS) process developed at Sandia Labs and marketed by Optomec [1]. These systems
are primarily used to produce metal parts, including high performance aerospace alloys
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[35], and are often used for mold and part repair and re-manufacture. Materials can
include functionally graded parts produced by varying the material composition during
the building process.
1.1.7

Powder Bed Fusion
Powder Bed Fusion processes function similarly to binder jetting in that solid

layers are generated by fusing powder together, in a powder bed. In powder bed fusion,
however, the binding is achieved by the application of thermal energy (in the form of
focused energy) rather than chemical energy. The first process of this type was Selective
Laser Sintering (SLS) developed in the late 1980s by Joseph Beaman and Carl Deckard
and marketed by the DTM Corporation [36]. In SLS, the powder material is partially
melted by focused CO2 laser beam. The structural material remains solid whereas the
binder material gets melted. SLS uses galvano mirrors as a beam deflection system and
can use plastics, metals, polymer, and ceramics as raw materials. The layers are bind
together usually by a polymer binder which is later removed by heating [37]. SLS can be
classified into Solid State Sintering, Chemically Induced Binding, and Liquid-Phase
Sintering Partial Melting depending on the binding mechanism. The thermal energy may
cause either sintering as in SLS or complete melting as in Selective Laser Melting
(SLM). SLM is similar to SLS except the powder material is fully melted in SLM
creating a much denser product than SLS [38] [39]. Super alloys, aluminum, stainless
steel, tool steel, cobalt chromium, and titanium are among the most used SLM raw
materials [40]. Powder bed fusion can be used to generate thermoplastics, ceramics and
metals as well as composite materials. Lasers, focused light and Electron Beams have
been used as energy sources.
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Our research work focuses on the SLM process and the defects in the SLM
printed parts. Therefore, we will further discuss in detail about the SLM process in the
next section.
1.2

Selective Laser Melting

SLM is the most successful and promising of all the AM techniques and is used
widely to fabricate metal parts. SLM uses a high-power laser heat source that sweeps a
defined area of powder metal (pure/alloy) for the creation of the 3D part in successive
layers. As the beam passes through the powder, a melt pool is formed which solidifies as
the beam continues its sweeping. The schematics of SLM process can be seen in Figure
1-1.

Figure 1-1: The schematics of the selective laser melting process
SLM can be used to create parts with hollow structures and graded porosity,
therefore the process has almost infinite geometrical freedom [39]. The advantages of
SLM are that there is low materials waste, no need for mold, the production time is low
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with a few production steps, can work with materials with high melting points, and the
process is highly flexible (designs can be altered). However, there are some defect-related
issues in SLM that needs to be studied and corrected so that the printed parts are defect
free and of high quality [41] [42] [43].
The main parameters that have impact on the quality of the final product in SLM
are the laser power, scan speed, hatch spacing, and the layer thickness. High laser power
may result in material evaporation whereas low laser power may result in balling.
Porosity and surface roughness are caused by poor hatch spacing and large layer
thickness ultimately causing balling [44] [45] . Heat conduction is rapid in the areas
away from the melt pool. This causes significant amount of laser energy to be consumed.
Apparently, the increase in laser energy causes the melt pool to be larger and drags
unmelted powder metal into it [46]. This is one of the reasons for surface roughness in
printed parts. Understanding the solidification process of the interfacial layers is equally
important since it controls the adhesion and strength of the printed parts.
Besides the parameters mentioned above, there are a few other manufacturing and
post processing steps that are being mostly researched to print defect-free parts of high
quality. We will address them as the “Challenges in SLM” in the next chapter.

CHAPTER 2
INTRODUCTION

2.1

Challenges in Selecting Laser Melting

Even though SLM has been a promising and a breakthrough technology, there are
some challenges that have caused it to have commercial setbacks. The dynamics of melt
pool coalescence, evolution of microstructure and grain growth during re-solidification,
residual stress, powder feedstock contamination, and segregation are some of the areas
that require more understanding to get a defect free printed part using SLM. These
challenges are discussed in detail in this chapter.
2.1.1

Powder Synthesis
Metal powders for SLM can be pure or alloyed. Most common metal powders

used in SLM include stainless steels, aluminum, nickel, cobalt-chrome, and titanium
alloys. Several studies [47] [48] [49] have reported significant properties (low density,
high melting temperature, and high strength) that has helped focus on titanium alloys for
3D metal printing, specifically, titanium-aluminum (Ti-Al) alloys. However, the results
varied depending on the alloy composition. Ti-Al alloy powders are widely researched
for their use in SLM as they have low density (4.43 g/cm3 for Ti-6Al-4V) [50], high
melting temperature (1878K for Ti-6Al-4V), and good strength (862-1200 MPa of tensile
strength for Ti-6Al-4V) [50] [51] [52] making it preferred in aerospace, marine, and
other areas [53] where light materials with good strength are required. For metal
8
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powders, the shape of the powder grain, the surface condition, cooling rate, and size
distribution depends on the powder production process and they define the properties of
the final product [54]. The preferred geometry of the powder material for SLM is
spherical and is mass produced by atomization. The various atomization methods are gas
atomization, water atomization, plasma atomization, and centrifugal atomization. Gas
atomization is the most popular method [55] for metal powder synthesis. In gas
atomization, metal powders are produced by melting the metal in vacuum and converting
the melted metal into fine powders by dispersing the melted droplets in the presence of
high pressure in an inert gas. The liquid droplet solidifies and forms fine, spherical,
homogenous powders [56]. Water atomization is similar to gas atomization except the
atomizing medium is a stream of water. The high cooling rate in water atomization
causes rapid solidification of the melted metal/alloys. Therefore, the powders obtained
through water atomization have irregular geometry [57]. The feed for plasma
atomization is metal wire. Plasma atomization can produce fine powders with the particle
size distribution of 0-200 μm with spherical shape [58]. The atomizing medium in
plasma atomization is argon plasma. The centrifugal atomization uses centrifugal forces
to disperse melted metal which solidifies to form powders. The size distribution of the
powder obtained through centrifugal atomization is 50-150 μm [59].
The challenge associated with powder synthesis is achieving controlled powder
size with uniformity and purity. Despite being less expensive than other production
methods, the limitations in purity associated with oxidation and irregularities in geometry
caused by the high impact energy of water [60] on the produced powder makes water
atomization unfavorable for SLM powder synthesis. For plasma atomization the initial
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material needs to be flexible for it to get in the wire feedstock. This limits the raw
materials for plasma atomization. Even though the centrifugal atomization generates
more spherical powders and is a cheaper powder production method, the limitation is
associated with the production of less reactive and low melting point alloys. Therefore,
gas atomization is the only technique that is popular for mass production of a wide range
of powder metals for SLM. However, the main concern with gas atomization is the large
particle size distribution which makes only a fraction of the produced powder usable
[61]. To overcome these issues, many researchers have proposed improved and alternate
techniques for enhanced powder production. Dietrich et al. [62] proposed thermal
spraying as an alternate to gas atomization. It was concluded that thermal spraying into
an inert gas atmosphere yielded higher powder quality without the worry of chemical
reaction with the melted particles. Uhlenwinkel et al. [61] have reported that the
modification in the gas nozzle (exit angle and diameter) generates smaller particles size
and protects the metal from oxidation. They have also reported that an added swirl jet
pressure nozzle and a gas nozzle produced tin powders with larger median particle
diameter of 15μm. More results are reported everyday however, the commercial viability
of these new techniques is still being analyzed.
2.1.2

Grain Growth
Grain growth occurs during the post-processing heat treatment. It is caused by the

reduction in interfacial energy [63] [64] [65] between the two created interfacial layers
caused by the high cooling rates experienced by the layers being deposited. The melt pool
cools down and vertical heat loss causes columnar grains to grow. Chlebus et al. [64]
reported that the length of laser scan vector which is measured by the back and forth scan
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pattern and the number of applied layers significantly affect the size of columnar grain
growth. Columnar grains are the long thin grains that form when the metal solidifies. The
thermal treatment of the material to modify the microstructure was suggested to decrease
the defects caused by grain growth. Another experiment was conducted by Krakhmalev
et al. [66] to study the microstructure formation in Ti-6Al-4V produced by SLM. They
concluded that the pore coalescence caused the materials to be ductile with crack
formations. They suggest stress relieving heat treatment of the material to improve its
mechanical properties by significantly reducing porosity. The grain growth related
defects are a big concern in SLM and the ability to manufacture parts from SLM with
controlled microstructure is still being researched.
2.1.3

Residual Stress
Materials suffer from residual stress during processing. Residual stress can cause

cracks and delamination which reduces the mechanical strength of the product. Patterson
et al. [67] point out the main cause for residual stress to be heat cycling. Heat cycling
involves continuous melting, re-melting, and solidification of powder during the process
causing inconsistent heat levels within the environment. Stress gradients and thermal
deformation caused by heating and cooling can be seen in Figure 2-1.

σthermal
Heating Stress

σthermal

σthermal

σthermal

Cooling Stress

Figure 2-1: The stress gradients in layers caused by heating and cooling [67]
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The layers that underlie do not let thermal expansion or compression to further
take place. This causes elastic compressive strain in the layers forming stress gradients
[68]. Residual stresses in simple designs were reduced by fusing the first powder layer to
the base plate. However, the same cannot be helpful in protruding and complex designs.
Protrudes are physically not welded to the base plate and are thinner, therefore, they are
less resistant to thermal trembling. This decreases the strength of the printed part. Not a
lot of work has been successfully done to reduce residual stress in the designs with
protruding features however, some researchers have suggested that the use of stronger
base material might help in simple designs.
2.1.4

Dynamics of Melt Pool
A melt pool is formed when a high-energy laser hits the powder surface. The

expanding melt pool drags unmelted powder on its surroundings along due to its surface
tension. The deposition of unmelted powder on the melted metal causes surface
roughness in the printed parts. Surface tension of the melt pool depends on the size and
aspect ratio of the melt pool [69], therefore, a better understanding of the dynamics of
the melt pool will help enhance to address this matter. Many experimental and
computational approaches including the Finite Element Method (FEM) have been
implemented to model the melt pool in SLM [70] [71] [72]. For the computational part,
Gaussian model for laser heat source has been used. The parameters such as hatching
distance, scanning speed, absorption rate, laser beam diameter, and laser power are
adopted from experimental data. Meshing in most of the studies [72] are uniform with
the grid size larger than the beam diameter. The finer meshes are better in computational
studies to record the smallest change. However, finer mesh means more computational
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cost. Few researchers have tried the non-uniform meshing to represent the heat affected
zones in their studies [70] [71], but the limitations to these was that the representation
was in 2D and the continuous temperature evolution was not considered. Kai et al. [73]
have used a dynamic meshing technique in their study instead of a steady mesh. They
were able to simulate the temperature evolution with time and the thermal distribution by
moving the mesh dynamically as the laser scans. They found that the thermal contours at
low temperatures are found to be asymmetric while the geometry of the melt pool at the
initial scan position, where there is maximum heat, is circular. They have concluded that
a much better modeling and simulation tool than ANSYS would be able to do intricate
computations in a high energy input problem. This conclusion again leaves room for
improvement and more research for better understanding of the melt pool dynamics in
SLM.
2.1.5

Powder Feedstock Contamination
Feedstock degradation is one of the challenges SLM faces. Contamination is one

of the reasons for the degradation of the powder feedstock and it can alter the chemical
composition of the feedstock. Contamination may happen during raw material
production, storage, atmospheric interaction, or because of cross-contamination. Beals et
al. [74] published a patent on improving the SLM process by addressing the
atmospheric/moisture contamination. They report that the rapid melting and solidification
causes the contaminant to evolve creating bubbles and pores in the material. Their
patented product adds a second material to the first material to form a modified powder
with two different compositions. The outer surface materials are selected from one of the
low moisture/contamination groups of metals (Ti, Zr, Mo, Cr, Mn, Si, Sn, Zn, Pb, Co,
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and Ni). The outer surface gets dissolved into the melt pool and gets mixed with the
interior composition. They concluded that this takes care of the atmospheric/moisture
contamination on the powder feedstock that affects the final product. Researchers also
have found that cross-contamination of the feed material during the manufacturing
process is one of the under addressed causes of feedstock degradation. Brandao et al.
[75] report that cross-contamination is the most likely source of feedstock degradation.
They contacted one of the suppliers of powder feedstock and found out that their tungsten
specimen was manufactured on the same machine prior to the Ti-6Al-4V batch. During
the SEM and X-ray imaging they were able to find traces of tungsten in the Ti-6Al-4V
powder. They concluded that a few vertical specimens built in vertical building direction
had lower yield and strength values than those set as the minimum requirements for
additive manufacturing printed parts. Other specimens showed above minimum yield and
tensile strength values. They concluded that the impact of feedstock contamination on the
mechanical properties of products still requires extensive study.
The solutions to these challenges are important to find. To understand the SLM
process (melting and solidification), both experimental and computational studies are
important. This study will focus on the computational study of metal powders (titaniumaluminum) to explore their structural properties and segregation behavior as a function of
time using multi-scale computational tools. This study will help elucidate the metal
composition to be used for optimum printed product quality in SLM processes.
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2.1.6

Segregation
SLM processes possess a huge challenge associated with segregation effects in

the alloyed feedstocks. Alloys with low segregation is preferred in SLM because
segregation effects cause inhomogeneity and has damaging effect in the compositional
uniformity of the parts fabricated by SLM. Segregation (that is promoted by thermal
effects) also alters the adhesion and friction behavior weakening the interface [76]. The
atomic ordering in nanoparticles and nanoalloy clusters depend on relative atomic sizes,
relative bond strengths, and surface energies of the bulk elements. If the bond between
two different atoms is stronger than the bond between two of the same atoms, segregation
occurs. In SLM printed parts, segregation to grain boundaries have been evidenced.
Kruth et al. [77] have reported that the grain boundary segregation may cause a
catastrophic loss of ductility in SLM produced parts. In the study done by Bartlomiej et
al. [78] on Ti-6Al-4V powders, it was found that aluminum segregated to the melt pool
boundary because of rapid solidification. They also suggested that the segregation is
independent of the powder size and the thickness of the powder layer. However,
according to Gorsse et al. [43] the segregation of heavy alloying element has been
known to have caused dislocation and associated residual stress.
This study focusses in titanium-aluminum binary systems in which case titanium
is the heavier alloying element. Since there are limited studies on the segregation effects
in SLM [79] [80], this work will focus on the melt pool dynamics and metal segregation.
Therefore, this work will try to shed some light on the segregation phenomena that occurs
from the melting to the solidification of titanium-aluminum alloys of various
concentrations.
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2.2

Computational Works in the Area of this Thesis

Several molecular dynamics studies on titanium-aluminum systems have been
conducted to understand the transformations and the process of SLM solidification at the
atomic level. During melting and solidification, the metals/alloys undergo repeated solidliquid phase transformations induced by repeated thermal cycles, therefore, it is obvious
to expect the influence of these processes in microstructure of the deposited material. The
nanocrystallization of metals/alloys increases the corrosion resistance of the material
[81]. Pei et al. [51] conducted a molecular dynamics study of Ti3 Al alloy (6000 titanium
and 2000 aluminum atoms) with Zope-Mishin EAM potential and studied crystallization
under different cooling rates. They concluded that Ti 3Al has a relatively weak ability to
fully crystallize compared to other titanium-aluminum compositions. However, Xie et al.
[82] concluded that the crystallization depends on the cooling rate and they were able to
fully crystallize Ti3Al at the cooling rate of 10 11 K/s. Peng et al. [83] conducted
molecular dynamics research to study the microstructural changes during solidification.
They found that faster cooling rates caused slower atomic migration and formed
amorphous structures. But at slower cooling rate the atomic arrangement was orderly
with atoms because they had enough time to diffuse. They also concluded that cooling
rates play an important role in microstructural changes that affect the properties of the
printed material. Another phase transformation study on titanium-aluminum system was
done by Zhang et al. [52] who found that nucleation depends on the composition of the
material. In their study, nucleation in Ti10 Al (49090 titanium and 4910 aluminum atoms)
occurred earlier than Ti5 Al (46286 titanium and 7714 aluminum atoms) causing stacking
faults.
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In molecular dynamics, the selection of the forcefield is equally important to
describe the interatomic interaction between the atoms. The titanium-aluminum systems
have been computationally studied in both solid [84] [85] and liquid state [86]. Lopis et
al. [87] did a comparative study of EAM potentials developed by Shimono et al. [86] and
Zope et al. [88] on titanium-aluminum system. They reported that the Zope-Mishin EAM
produced significantly better values for density, heat capacity, and thermal expansion
coefficient. The Shimono EAM potential is based solely on physical measurement
whereas the Zope-Mishin EAM potential is developed using the physical and quantum
mechanical data. Most of the computational studies [51] [52] have utilized Zope-Mishin
interatomic potential developed for titanium-aluminum systems. On the other hand,
Hennig et al. [89] described that the classical modified embedded atom method potential
is better for phase change studies of metal alloys.
2.3

Problem Statement and Objectives of this Work

Study of the structural transformations, atomic ordering, and the thermal stability
of the metal systems during solidification is important to improve the SLM process. The
atomistic level understanding of the interfacial behavior of the printed layers at various
thermal conditions will help identify the parameters that may influence the formation of
grains, micro-structural bonding, microporosity, and lack of fusion [90]. This will further
dictate the type of adhesion and the final quality and the strength of the interface between
the layers already solidified and the new layer being formed during the printing process.
Therefore, the goal of this study is to understand the metal segregation behavior in
titanium-aluminum alloys in order to identify the alloys that would alter the adhesion for
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3D printing applications using molecular simulations. This goal is accomplished by the
following objectives;
a) To elucidate atomic ordering and distribution in the alloys during
solidification using molecular simulations.
b) To study the structural transformations of the systems as solidification
proceeds.
c) To investigate the thermal stability of the alloys of different compositions.
d) To investigate the effect of model size on the atomic ordering, structural
transformations, and the thermal stability in the alloys.

CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY AND PROCEDURE

3.1

Molecular Dynamics

Molecular Dynamics (MD) is a direct simulation technique at atomic level based
on the movement of atoms and molecules. MD predicts the physical properties of the
material by solving the Newton’s equation of motion over a short pre-defined time
interval. By studying the time evolution of an energy-minimized atomic/molecular
system MD allows the prediction of thermodynamics and transport properties directly
from the underlying interactions between the atoms. Initial position and velocities are
assigned to the system then a thermodynamic condition is introduced that causes
movement in the atoms and the new forces are calculated. The microscopic information
thus obtained is converted to the macroscopic observables by using statistical mechanics.
MD simulations generate information at the microscopic level, including the atomic
positions and velocities. The conversion of this microscopic information to macroscopic
observables such as pressure, energy, heat capacity, and transport properties require
statistical mechanics. MD uses classical mechanics to predict the time-dependent
trajectories [56] and calculates the “real dynamics”, i.e. the behavior of the system, from
which the time averages of the system’s properties can be calculated. In MD the state of
the system at any future time can be predicted from its current state which makes MD a
deterministic technique. Eq. 3-1 is the second Newton’s equation of motion where force
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(F) is related to the mass (m) and the acceleration (a). Position (R) is a function of time
and determines the trajectory of the atoms. The force on each atom is related to the
potential energy by Eq. 3-2.
𝐹⃗ = 𝑚𝑎⃗ =

𝑑2 𝑅⃗⃗
𝑑𝑡 2

𝐹⃗ = −𝛻𝐸⃗⃗𝑝𝑜𝑡
3.1.1

Eq. 3-1
Eq. 3-2

Integration Methods
The differential equation (Eq. 3-1) is solved by using integration algorithms. The

time integration algorithms are based on finite difference methods [55], where time is
discretized with a time step ∆t that is the distance between consecutive points on the grid
created. The integration scheme gives the positions and some of their time derivates at a
certain time t + ∆t once those quantities are known on the previous time t. The time
evolution of the system can be followed by iterating this procedure. The Verlet algorithm
is time reversible, accurate, stable, and minimizes the force calculations [91]. In this
work, we have selected the Verlet scheme and will discuss in detail about this in the
upcoming section.
3.1.1.1

Verlet Algorithm

The Verlet algorithm is one of the most commonly used integration methods in
MD simulations. It is a combination of two Taylor expansions for positions r(t), one
forward and the other backward in time. If it is written until third-order there are going to
appear the velocities, v(t); the accelerations, a(t); and third order derivates of the position
b(t). The forward Taylor expansion is explained by Eq.3-3 and the backward Taylor
expansion is explained by Eq.3-4.
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𝑟 (𝑡 + ∆𝑡 ) = 𝑟 (𝑡 ) + 𝑣(𝑡)∆𝑡 +

1
1
𝑎(𝑡)∆𝑡 2 + 𝑏(𝑡)∆𝑡 3 + 0(∆𝑡 4 )
2
3!

𝑟 (𝑡 − ∆𝑡) = 𝑟 (𝑡 ) − 𝑣(𝑡)∆𝑡 +

1
1
𝑎(𝑡)∆𝑡 2 − 𝑏(𝑡)∆𝑡 3 + 0(∆𝑡 4 )
2
3!

Eq. 3-3

Eq. 3-4

The combination of Eq. 3-3 and Eq. 3-4 gives;
𝑟 (𝑡 + ∆𝑡) = 2𝑟 (𝑡) − 𝑟 (𝑡 − ∆𝑡) + 𝑎(𝑡)∆𝑡 2 + 0(∆𝑡 4 )

Eq. 3-5

which is the Verlet’s algorithm for positions and is independent of velocities.
3.1.2

Timestep
One of the most important user-defined parameters in MD is the timestep (∆𝑡).

The computational time and its cost depend on it. Basically, there are two kinds of errors
associated with the integration algorithms, the truncation errors and the round-off errors.
The truncation error is related to the accuracy of the finite difference method to describe
the true solution. These methods are based on a Taylor expansion truncated at some term.
However, the round-off errors are related with the particular implementation of the
algorithm, such as the finite number of digits used in computer arithmetic’s. It must be
said that both errors can be reduced by decreasing the ∆t, but for large ∆t the truncation
errors are the ones that dominate. On the other hand, round-off errors decrease slower
than the truncation ones with a decreasing ∆t and dominate in the small ∆t limit.
For a flexible molecule, the timestep should be no greater than 1/10 the time of
the shortest period of motion, in other words, it should have an order of magnitude less
than the fastest motion. For rigid molecules (translations and rotation), the timestep of 10
fs is suggested. For flexible molecules (translation, rotation, and torsion) 2fs is suggested
and for flexible molecules with more degrees of freedom (translation, rotation, torsion,
vibration) 1 fs is normally used [92].
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3.1.3

Thermodynamic Ensembles
The algorithms used to integrate the Newton’s equation of motion conserves the

total energy of the system. In MD, in order to replicate the experimental conditions some
theoretical tools must be used. These tools are the statistical ensembles also known as the
thermodynamic ensembles in MD. There are few different types of thermodynamics
ensembles that MD define.
3.1.3.1

Microcanonical Ensemble

In the microcanonical ensemble, the total number of the atoms (N), the total
volume (V), and the total energy of the system (E) is preserved throughout the simulation
and thus this ensemble is commonly referred to an NVE ensemble. This means that the
equation of motion is solved without controlling the pressure or the temperature. The
isolated systems at equilibrium are in microcanonical ensemble.
3.1.3.2

Canonical Ensemble

Canonical ensemble is also known as NVT. In NVT, the total number of atoms
(N), the total volume (V), and the temperature (T) throughout the system remains
constant. In order to keep the temperature constant an algorithm is necessary. These
algorithms are known as thermostats. The NVT ensemble consists in using the NoseHoover thermostat that is a deterministic method used to keep the temperature around the
average.
3.1.3.3

Grand-Canonical Ensemble

Grand-canonical ensemble us also known as isothermal-isobaric ensemble or NPT
ensemble where the total number of the atoms (N), the total pressure (P), and the
temperature (T) is kept constant during the simulation. The NPT ensemble is very
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important in chemistry since chemical reactions are usually conducted under the constant
pressure condition.
3.2

Force Fields

To run a MD simulation, the force on each particle which is also defined by the
gradient of the potential energy function (Eq. 3-2) is needed to be described. Force Fields
are the mathematical functions to mode the potential energy of the system. A single atom
will be affected by the potential energy function of every atom in the system. The
potential energy function of a system is given by Eq.3-6.
𝑈(𝑅⃗⃗) = ∑ 𝑈𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑−𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑐ℎ + ∑ 𝑈𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒−𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑑 + ∑ 𝑈𝑑𝑖ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑙 + ∑ 𝑈𝑛𝑜𝑛−𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑑Eq. 3-6
Ubond = oscillation about equilibrium bond length
Ubond-strech = oscillation of three atoms about equilibrium bond angle
Udihedral = torsional rotation of four atoms about a central bond or improper
dihedrals
Unon-bonded = non-bonded energy terms
3.2.1

Bonded Interactions
The bonded interactions include three types of interactions; stretching along the

bond (bond-length), bending between the bonds (bond-angle), and the rotation around the
bonds (torsion). The total bonded energy is explained by Eq.3-7.
𝐸𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑑 = 𝐸𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑−𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑐ℎ + 𝐸𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒−𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑑 + 𝐸𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛−𝑎𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔−𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑

Eq. 3-7

Bond stretching describes the forces acting between two covalently bonded atoms
and both the spring constant and the ideal bond length are dependent on the atoms
involved as explained in Eq.3-8.
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𝐸𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑−𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑐ℎ = ∑ 𝑘𝑏 (𝑏 − 𝑏0 )2

Eq. 3-8

b = distance between two atoms
b0 = equilibrium distance between them
kb = spring constant
Angle bending describes the force originating from the deformation of valence
angles (bond angles) between three covalently bonded atoms. The spring constant and the
ideal angle are also dependent on the type of atoms. The angle bending term is typically
described using a harmonic potential (Eq.3-9).
𝐸𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒−𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑑 = ∑ 𝜃𝑏 (𝜃 − 𝜃0 )2

Eq. 3-9

θ = angle between three atoms
θ0 = reference angle
θb = force constant
The torsional potentials are described by a dihedral angle and coefficient of
symmetry around the middle bond. The dihedral could be proper or improper.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3-1: The representation of bonded interaction terms contributing to force field: (a)
bond stretching, (b) angle bending (c) proper dihedral (c) improper dihedral
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3.2.2

Non-Bonded Interactions
There are two types of interactions between non-bonded atoms; Van der Waals

potential and Coulombic potential.
𝐸𝑛𝑜𝑛−𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑑 = 𝐸𝑣𝑎𝑛−𝑑𝑒𝑟−𝑊𝑎𝑎𝑙𝑠 + 𝐸𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐

Eq. 3-10

These forces act between atoms that are not covalently bonded together. Van der
Waals force are relevant when they are close to each other. It is strongly repulsive at
short range and weakly attractive at medium range. One of the most widely used
functions for van der Waals potential is the Lennard Jones (LJ) potential [93]. LJ
potential is given by Eq.3-11.
𝜎 12

𝑉𝐿𝐽 = [4𝜀 ( )
𝑟

𝜎 6

−( ) ]

Eq. 3-11

𝑟

𝜀 = bonding/dislocation energy
σ = distance where potential energy between two particles is zero
r = distance between two particles

Figure 3-2: The energy vs radius plot in the Lennard-Jones potential interaction
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The LJ potential is not used in metal interactions where a delocalized electron sea
exists. It fails to accurately predict the metallic material properties. Thus, only a few
systems can be modeled using the LJ potential. In the cases of covalent and metallic
interactions, a many-body potential is used. For covalently bonded systems, the
Stillinger-Weber [94], Reactive potential [95], and Tersoff potential [96] are the mostly
used. For metallic systems, the Embedded Atom Method (EAM) [97], Modified
Embedded Atom Method (MEAM) [98], Finnis-Sinclair [99] and Glue [100] potentials
are typically used.
In electrostatic potential, opposite charges attract and like charges repel. The
electrostatic potential energy depends on the amount of charge that each atom contains
and the separation distance between the two charges (Eq.3-12).
𝐸𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐 = ∑ 𝑘

𝑞1 𝑞2
𝑟

Eq. 3-12

q1 = charge in atom 1
q2 = charge in atom 2
k = Coulomb’s constant
r = distance between charges
3.2.3

Embedded Atom Method
The EAM is a semi-empirical classical many-body potential that is widely used in

MD for metallic systems. It provides a computationally efficient description of structural,
mechanical, and thermal properties of metallic systems. Daw and Baskes [97] proposed
the EAM in 1984. Each atom in EAM is embedded in a host electron gas with a specific
density created by all neighboring atoms. The energy required to embed an atom into the
density is called an embedding function. For one of the studies, the Zope-Mishin [88]
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embedded atom method potential created for titanium-aluminum system which was
developed by Zope and Mishin in 2003. Zope-Mishin’s EAM potential uses ab inito and
experimental data for fitting. There are two potential energies that contributes to the total
potential energy of the system; the pair-potential energy and the embedding potential
energy. The total potential energy in EAM potential is described in Eq. 3-13.
𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡 =

1
∑ 𝜙𝑖𝑗 (𝑟𝑖𝑗 ) + ∑ 𝐹𝑖 (𝜌̅𝑖)
2
𝑖,𝑗

Eq. 3-13

𝑖

(𝜌̅𝑖) = ∑𝑗≠1 𝜌𝑖 (𝑟𝑖𝑗 ) = the host electron density at site i induced by all other atoms
in the system
𝜌𝑖 = summation of electron cloud density at the position of atom i
𝑟𝑖𝑗 = distance between i atom and j atom
𝜙𝑖𝑗 = the pair-potential energy between atoms i and j at positions 𝑟⃗𝑖 and 𝑟⃗𝑗
𝐹𝑖 = the embedding potential energy of atom i
For pure systems, the embedding function, pair-wise interaction, and electron gas
contribution must be specified. For binary systems, seven functions need to be specified;
three pair-wise functions, two embedding functions (one for each type of atom) and two
electron gas contribution functions.
3.2.4

Modified Embedded Atom Method
The MEAM is the modified version of EAM and originally was based on the first

nearest neighbor interactions, but the improved version of MEAM was developed; which
is based on the second nearest neighbor (2NN) interactions instead of the first neighbors.
The improved version solves the problems of stability with some bcc elements (Cr, V,
Fe) [101]. MEAM was first proposed by Baskes [102] in 1992. MEAM provides a
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computationally efficient description of structural, mechanical, and thermal properties of
metallic systems [103]. In MEAM, an angular dependence of the electron density
function is added onto the parameters from EAM. MEAM potentials have been
developed for simple cubic [102] and hcp metals [104]. The 2NN-MEAM potentials
reproduce the fundamental structural (crystal structure, lattice parameter),
thermodynamics, and elastic properties as well as melting point, heat of fusion, bulk solid
properties, surface energies, and enthalpy of molten metals. They defined force as
follows (Eq.3-14).
𝐹𝑖 (𝜌̅𝑖) = 𝐴𝐸𝑐 (𝜌̅ /̅̅̅
𝜌𝑜 ) 𝑙𝑛 (𝜌̅ /̅̅̅
𝜌𝑜 )

Eq. 3-14

A = adjustable parameter
Ec = sublimation energy
̅̅̅
𝜌𝑜 = background electron density for a reference structure
For this study, the 2NN-MEAM potential for titanium-aluminum binary systems
developed by Sun-Ramachandranan-Wick [105] at Louisiana Tech University along with
the EAM potential developed by Zope-Mishin is used, and a comparative analysis of
which potential modeled the titanium-aluminum systems better is done.
3.3

Minimization

Energy minimization is one of the conformational search techniques used prior to
conducting a MD simulation. Minimization helps find minimum points in the PES to find
the structure with lowest energy. There are different methods of minimization. The firstorder minimization methods are steepest descent [106] and conjugate gradient [107].
The second derivative methods are the Newton-Raphson [108] method, Quasi-Newton
method, and the Limited-Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (L-BFGS) [109] method.
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The most commonly used MD minimization methods are typically the steepest descent
and conjugate gradient.
3.3.1

Steepest Descent
In the steepest descent method, each search step is performed in the direction of

the fastest decrease of the net force. Most implementations have a step size with
predetermined default value. If the first step has a decrease in energy, the step size is
increased by a factor for the next iteration. If the energy increases, the step size is
decreased by a factor. By iterations the minimum is gradually restricted to an even
smaller region. The direction of gradient is determined by largest interatomic forces, so it
is good for relieving the highest energy features in the initial configuration.
3.3.2

Conjugate Gradient
The steepest descent method may not be efficient because it could get into the

zigzag pattern and repeat the same search directions many times. This problem is avoided
in the conjugate gradient method, which does not repeat any previous search direction and
converge in any number of iterations. The conjugate gradient method generally finds the
minimum in fewer steps than the steepest descent method. However, there might be
problems when the initial conformation is far from a minimum.
3.4

Computational Procedure and Simulation

The goal of this study is to conduct computer simulations of nanoparticles of
different compositions of titanium and aluminum and understand the segregation
behavior along with material properties to identify the best composition for powder feed
in SLM process. This study is divided into two parts:
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3-3: The flowchart summarizing the works done in (a) study1 and (b) study2

In the first study, a comparative study of the structural evolution and solidification
of 11 titanium-aluminum nanocluster models with different concentrations, using two
different forcefields is done. The size of all the models are the same i.e. the models have
1000 atoms and their diameter is 3.4 nm. The simulation parameters for this study are the
time step of 2 fs, equilibration time of 50 ps, and the total simulation time of 2 ns. These
parameters give the cooling rate of 2.2x10 12 K/s for this simulation.
In the second study, the comparison of results obtained from two different
forcefields but on two models of varying sizes and the same concentration is done. The
simulation parameters for this study are the time step of 1 fs, equilibration time of 100 ps,
and the total simulation time of 1ns, which gives the cooling rate of 1.1x1012 K/s for this
simulation.
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3.4.1

Initial Configuration
Eleven different titanium-aluminum nanoclusters with varying at% are modeled

using the Materials Studio 6.0 software [110]. First, the most stable configurations of the
clusters are identified using minima hopping and the EAM potential. MEAM potential is
not supported by the Atomic Simulation Environment, therefore, for the studies with
MEAM potential, the initial cluster models obtained from Materials Studio are the input
structures. The simulation is first run using the EAM potential and again using the
MEAM potential. The clusters used in this study are pure aluminum, Ti1Al9 with 10 at%
titanium and 90 at% aluminum, Ti2 Al8 with 20 at% titanium and 80 at% aluminum, all
the way to 100 at% titanium. Table 3-1 shows the number of titanium and aluminum
atoms in each modeled cluster.

Table 3-1: Cluster models with respective number of titanium and aluminum atoms

No. of Ti and Al

At% Ti

At% Al

Cluster Names Used

Ti60Al940

10

90

Ti1Al9

Ti124Al876

20

80

Ti2Al8

Ti195Al805

30

70

Ti3Al7

Ti273Al727

40

60

Ti4Al6

Ti361Al639

50

50

Ti5Al5

Ti458Al542

60

40

Ti6Al4

Ti568Al432

70

30

Ti7Al3

Ti693Al307

80

20

Ti8Al2

Ti835Al165

90

10

Ti9Al1
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3.4.2

Minima Hopping Method
Minima hopping is a global optimization method first proposed by Stefan

Goedecker [111] in 2004. Briefly, this scheme starts with an atomic configuration that
has been optimized to any local minimum in the potential energy surface of the metal
system under investigation. The metal atoms are then thermalized or given kinetic energy
according to a Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution corresponding to a specified initial
temperature T 0 and allowed to evolve in a microcanonical (NVE) molecular dynamics
simulation with the time per step of 1 fs. A combination of standard steepest descent and
conjugate gradient methods is used to perform the geometry relaxations. As the
molecular dynamics evolves, the potential energy of the simulation is monitored. After
each local optimization, two possibilities exist:
•

If any minimum that is on the minima list, including the previous minimum, is re-found,
the initial thermalization temperature T 0 is increased by a fixed percent and the
simulation is restarted from the previous minimum.

•

If a new minimum is found, T 0 is decreased by a fixed percent and the algorithm decides
whether to accept or reject the new minimum. This acceptance criterion is parameterized
in a simple energy difference, Ediff. If the new minimum is not more than Ediff higher than
the previous minimum, the new configuration is accepted, the configuration is added to
the list of previous minima, Ediff is decreased by a fixed percent, and the next molecular
dynamics step begins from this new minimum. If the new minimum is too high in energy
(that is, greater than Ediff above the last minimum), the new minimum is rejected, E diff is
increased by a fixed percent, and the next molecular dynamics step begins from the
previous configuration. Thus, by continuously adjusting the parameters T 0 and Ediff, the
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algorithm can effectively sample the relevant regions of the potential energy surface of a
given system.
The first part of this study utilizes the minima hopping method to identify the
global minimum structure within the user specified number of steps, which is the input
structure for the solidification simulation. The simulation is run in the Atomic Simulation
Environment (ASE) [112] on Louisiana Tech’s Cerberus cluster. In this simulation only
20 hop steps are initiated so the local minimum is not necessarily the global minimum of
the cluster. A Portable Batch System (PBS) script is written to perform parallel
computing. 4 nodes and 2 processors with the maximum wall time of 144 hours are
selected. The computations are completed in about 4 hours for all the clusters in parallel
computing, whereas it took about 13 hours per cluster on a single processor. The initial
configuration of Ti1 Al9 obtained from Materials Studio software and the configuration
obtained after minima hopping is shown in Figure 3-4.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3-4: (a) The random initial configuration of Ti1 Al9 from Materials Studio (b) the
energy minimized Ti1 Al9 obtained from minima hopping (Grey: Ti, Pink: Al)
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3.4.3

Solidification
After identifying the minimum configurations for the EAM models using minima

hopping, the solidification study is conducted. The clusters are first melted at either
2000K or 2500K depending on the composition of the alloys, then solidified at room
temperature (300K). Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator
(LAMMPS) [113] is chosen to perform simulations for this study. LAMMPS is a free
software provided by Sandia National Laboratories. LAMMPS can model metallic,
atomic, and biological systems using different forcefields. LAMMPS can also simulate
large systems with millions of particles with accuracy.
To run a MD simulation in LAMMPS, an input script is written along with a
potential library file. The input script is the set of executable commands and the potential
file contains all the parameters for the interatomic interactions. The system type is
defined to be 3D with the periodic boundary condition. The atomic masses for each
element type are defined along with the simulation box size (60 Å). The atom masses of
titanium (47.867 amu) and aluminum (26.982 amu) [114] and the simulation box size are
predefined when the Material’s Studio coordinate file was converted to the LAMMPS
readable .data file using a self-written python script.
The clusters are first minimized with the energy convergence criteria of 10-6 and
the force tolerance of 10 -6 force units. Then the simulation is initiated with a random
velocity using the NVT ensemble. Initially all models are melted at 2500 K in LAMMPS.
However, 2500 K was found to be too high for the aluminum rich clusters where they
started to vaporize instead of melting. Therefore, pure aluminum, and aluminum-rich
(Ti1Al9 , Ti2 Al8, Ti3 Al7, and Ti4 Al6) clusters are melted at 2000K and pure titanium and
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titanium-rich (Ti5 Al5, Ti6 Al4 , Ti7 Al3 , Ti8 Al2, and Ti9 Al1) clusters are melted at 2500K.
Figure 3-5 (a) shows that the atoms in Ti1 Al9 are scattered far when they are melted at
2500K. This means that the melting temperature of 2500K was too high for aluminumrich clusters. Figure 3-5 (b) shows the same cluster melted at 2000K which shows a
better melted cluster. The same is observed when the MEAM potential is used.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3-5: The comparison of (a) Ti1 Al9 at 2500K vs (b) Ti1 Al9 at 2000K using the
EAM potential

The structures are equilibrated for 50 ps to obtain the equilibrium melted
structures. For the melting, the timestep of 2 fs is chosen. The potential energy, kinetic
energy, and the total energy of atoms were recorded. Then the melted clusters are
solidified using the NVT ensemble and Nose-Hoover thermostat by reducing the
temperature to 300K. The models are assigned an initial velocity then solidified with the
timestep of 2 fs, iteration steps of 1,000,0000, and the total simulation time of 2 ns. The
potential energies at different temperatures are recorded for post processing to evaluate
the properties and changes in the atomic structures.

CHAPTER 4
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION: EMBEDDED ATOM METHOD

The results on structural transformations and the segregation obtained using the
Zope-Mishin’s EAM potential are discussed in this chapter.
4.1

Structural Evolution of the Clusters

In this section the structural transformations of each cluster models at different
temperatures when they are solidified after melting in high temperature are discussed.
Figure 4-1 shows the evolution of Ti1Al9 clusters at different temperatures when the
EAM potential is used.
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Figure 4-1: The Ti1 Al9 clusters at different temperatures as it solidifies using the EAM
potential.

At 2000K, the cluster seems to be well-mixed and in liquid state. Few titanium
atoms (gray) can be seen on the surface. Upon solidification, a distinct geometric change
in the cluster is visible. The initial spherical cluster geometry changed to a structure with
visible vertices, however, not distinct. The titanium atoms seem to have moved to the
inner core of the cluster with an abundance of the aluminum atoms (pink) on the surface.
Similarly, on all the other cases, at melting, the atoms seem disoriented and at 300K the
atoms seem to have compacted themselves together to form distinct geometries (Figure
4-2).
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Figure 4-2: The melted (left) and solidified (right) surface structures of all cluster models
obtained using the EAM potential. The model names are labeled.

From Figure 4-2, at 300K, the clusters with higher titanium concentration (Ti8Al2,
Ti9Al1, and pure titanium) seem to have more ordered arrangement than the clusters with
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high aluminum concentration. Visually, these titanium-rich clusters seem to have facets
that resemble an icosahedron (Figure 4-3).

Ti8Al2

Ti9Al1

Pure titanium

Typical icosahedron

Figure 4-3: The Ti8 Al2, Ti9Al1, and pure titanium at 300K obtained from the EAM
potential vs a typical icosahedron, yellow highlighted atoms for easy visualization of the
facets.

Usually, the structures of nanoclusters are different from the structure of
nanocrystals which resemble the structure of bulk crystals. Icosahedron is a polyhedron
with 20 faces. The faces are triangular, and the combination of triangular faces forms a
pentagon. In Figure 4-3, the triangular faces (highlighted with yellow) tries to form an
imperfect pentagon. Sharp visible facets are observable in these clusters at it is in a
typical icosahedron. The importance of such geometry formation is associated with the
stability, however, computational methods such as Density Functional Theory (DFT)
[115] should be used to further study the stability of the clusters.
Additionally, the cooling rate influences the microstructure greatly. During rapid
solidification (SLM) of metals, amorphous or crystalline are formed depending on the
cooling rate. Faster cooling rate causes little time for crystal nucleation so amorphous
structures can be observed whereas the slower cooling rate provides longer incubation
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time for atoms and have more chances to occupy the low energy position forming
crystals. While the critical cooling rate for amorphization of conventional alloys is in the
order of 106 K/s, the critical rate for pure metals is beyond 10 12 K/s. In this study, the
cooling rate of 1.1x10 12 K/s is used. At such high cooling rate, nucleation of the clusters
is evident.
4.2

Atom Segregation

In this section, metal segregation is studied by tracking the concentration of each
type of atoms at different radial distances from the core at different temperatures. The
density of atoms is the number of atom type “i” at each radial distance in 2Å intervals
divided by the total number of atoms type “i” in the whole cluster. The atomic density is
given by Eq.4-1 and the schematic representation of the radial density distribution of
atoms is shown in Figure 4-4.
ρi =

ni
n

ρi=atomic density
ni=number of atom type i at given radial distance
n=total number of atom type i in the cluster

Eq. 4-1
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Figure 4-4: The schematic representation of the radial density distribution of atoms from
the core of the cluster.

Figure 4-5 – Figure 4-13 represents the plots of radial distances (Å) against the
atomic density (ρr) for all clusters. The gray line represents the concentration profile of
titanium and the pink line represents that of aluminum.

Figure 4-5: The atomic radial density distribution of titanium (Ti) and aluminum (Al) in
Ti1Al9 cluster at melted (left) and solidified (right) state obtained using the EAM
potential.
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Figure 4-6: The atomic radial density distribution of titanium (Ti) and aluminum (Al) in
Ti2Al8 cluster at melted (left) and solidified (right) state obtained using the EAM
potential.

Figure 4-7: The atomic radial density distribution of titanium (Ti) and aluminum (Al) in
Ti3Al7 cluster at melted (left) and solidified (right) state obtained using the EAM
potential.

Figure 4-8: The atomic radial density distribution of titanium (Ti) and aluminum (Al) in
Ti4Al6 cluster at melted (left) and solidified (right) state obtained using the EAM
potential.
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Figure 4-9: The atomic radial density distribution of titanium (Ti) and aluminum (Al) in
Ti5Al5 cluster at melted (left) and solidified (right) state obtained using the EAM
potential.

Figure 4-10: The atomic radial density distribution of titanium (Ti) and aluminum (Al) in
Ti6Al4 cluster at melted (left) and solidified (right) state obtained using the EAM
potential.

Figure 4-11: The atomic radial density distribution of titanium (Ti) and aluminum (Al) in
Ti7Al3 cluster at melted (left) and solidified (right) state obtained using the EAM
potential.
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Figure 4-12: The atomic radial density distribution of titanium (Ti) and aluminum (Al) in
Ti8Al2 cluster at melted (left) and solidified (right) state obtained using the EAM
potential.

Figure 4-13: The atomic radial density distribution of titanium (Ti) and aluminum (Al) in
Ti9Al1 cluster at melted (left) and solidified (right) state obtained using the EAM
potential.

In all the models, titanium atoms seem to have concentrated around the radial
distance of 14-16 Å in the liquid state. Upon solidification, titanium shifts a little towards
the core of the cluster at the radial distance of approximately 12-14 Å. Further, the
aluminum atoms in all models except Ti3 Al7 and Ti4 Al6 seem to be concentrating at the
surface in the liquid state. In Ti3 Al7 and Ti4 Al6, aluminum stays at the core of the cluster
at the radial distance of approximately 6-8 Å. However, at 300K the aluminum atoms
have migrated at the surface at the radial distance of approximately 16-18 Å.
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Additionally, a bar chart is created to understand the concentration profile at both
temperatures better (Figure 4-14, Figure 4-15, Figure 4-16, and Figure 4-17).

Figure 4-14: The concentration of titanium atoms at 2000K/2500K at the surface and the
core of the cluster obtained using the EAM potential.

Figure 4-15: The concentration of titanium atoms at 300K at the surface and the core of
the cluster obtained using the EAM potential.
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80.00% 70.74% 70.89% 71.93% 71.53% 70.74% 70.48% 71.06%
69.38% 70.91%
70.00%
60.00%
50.00%
40.00%
29.26% 29.11% 28.07% 28.47% 29.26% 29.52% 28.94% 30.62% 29.09%
30.00%
20.00%
10.00%
0.00%
Ti1Al9 Ti2Al8 Ti3Al7 Ti4Al6 Ti5Al5 Ti6Al4 Ti7Al3 Ti8Al2 Ti9Al1
Surface Core

Figure 4-16: The concentration of aluminum atoms at 2000K at the surface and the core
of the cluster obtained using EAM potential.

70.00% 62.02% 62.21% 62.73% 62.59% 62.28% 62.73% 63.43%
59.93% 62.42%
60.00%
50.00%
40.00%

37.98% 37.79% 37.27% 37.41% 37.72% 37.27% 36.57% 40.07% 37.58%

30.00%
20.00%
10.00%
0.00%
Ti1Al9

Ti2Al8

Ti3Al7

Ti4Al6 Ti5Al5 Ti6Al4
Surface Core

Ti7Al3

Ti8Al2

Ti9Al1

Figure 4-17: The concentration of aluminum atoms at 300K at the surface and the core
of the cluster obtained using the EAM potential.

Figure 4-14 and Figure 4-15 represent the concentration profiles of titanium
atoms at liquid and solid states. The higher concentration of titanium at the surface in
liquid state is clearly visible (Figure 4-14). However, at 300K the concentration seems to
have reduced at the surface. This could be because at the solid state the cluster is trying to
form a geometry and only a certain number of atoms are accommodated on the surface
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for the geometry the cluster is trying to form. This also suggests that the geometry of the
clusters is changing at different temperatures.
Similarly, Figure 4-16 and Figure 4-17 represent the concentration profiles of
aluminum atoms at liquid and solid states. The concentrations at the liquid state seem
almost the same (~70%) for all the clusters and upon solidification the concentration
trend looks the same with the decrease in concentration at the surface and a slight
increase in the concentration at the core.

CHAPTER 5
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION: MODIFIED EMBEDDED ATOM
METHOD

The results on the structural transformations and the segregation obtained using
the Sun-Ramachandranan-Wick MEAM potential are discussed in this chapter.
5.1

Structural Evolution of the Clusters

In this section, the structural transformations of each cluster models at different
temperatures when they are solidified after melting in high temperature using the MEAM
potential are discussed. Figure 5-1 shows the evolution of Ti1 Al9 clusters as the
temperature changes.
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Figure 5-1: The Ti1 Al9 cluster at different temperatures as it solidifies using the MEAM
potential.

At 2000K, the cluster seems to be well-mixed and in liquid state and at 300K the
clusters have solidified and starts to form some kind of geometry. Unlike the EAM
potential the clusters at 300K show that the outer layer is completely covered by
aluminum.
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Figure 5-2: The melted (left) and solidified (right) surface structures of all clusters
modeled obtained using the MEAM potential. The model names are labeled.

From Figure 5-2, the clusters with higher aluminum concentration (Pure
aluminum, Ti1 Al9, and Ti2 Al8) seem to have more ordered arrangement than the clusters
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with high titanium concentration at 300K. Visually, these aluminum-rich clusters seem to
have facets that resemble a truncated octahedron (Figure 5-3).

Pure aluminum

Ti1 Al9

Ti2 Al8

Typical truncated octahedron

Figure 5-3: Pure aluminum, Ti1 Al9, and Ti2 Al8 at 300K obtained from the MEAM
potential vs the typical truncated octahedron, yellow highlighted atoms are for easy
visualization of facets.

A truncated octahedron has fourteen faces with eight hexagonal and six square
faces. Tang et al. [116] observed that the aluminum clusters with the order of 10 3 (atom
number) and higher adopts the truncated octahedron shape upon solidification, which is
what is observed in Figure 5-3. Pure aluminum and the aluminum-rich clusters show an
inclination to truncated octahedral geometry upon solidification. The hexagonal faces
(highlighted in yellow) can be seen in these clusters. However, the titanium-rich clusters
do not show any distinct geometry upon solidification in this study.
5.2

Atom Segregation

The atom segregation study for MEAM is carried out the exact way it is done for
EAM. (Refer to Eq. 4-1 and Figure 4-4). Figure 5-4 – Figure 5-12 represents the plot of
radial distance (Å) versus the atomic density in all clusters obtained using the MEAM
potential.
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Figure 5-4: The atomic radial density distribution of titanium (Ti) and aluminum (Al) in
Ti1Al9 cluster at melted (left) and solidified (right) states obtained using the MEAM
potential.

Figure 5-5: The atomic radial density distribution of titanium (Ti) and aluminum (Al) in
Ti2Al8 clusters at melted (left) and solidified (right) states obtained using the MEAM
potential.

Figure 5-6: The atomic radial density distribution of titanium (Ti) and aluminum (Al) in
Ti3Al7 clusters at melted (left) and solidified (right) states obtained using the MEAM
potential.
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Figure 5-7: The atomic radial density distribution of titanium (Ti) and aluminum (Al) in
Ti4Al6 clusters at melted (left) and solidified (right) states obtained using the MEAM
potential.

Figure 5-8: The atomic radial density distribution of titanium (Ti) and aluminum (Al) in
Ti5Al5 clusters at melted (left) and solidified (right) states obtained using the MEAM
potential.

Figure 5-9: The atomic radial density distribution of titanium (Ti) and aluminum (Al) in
Ti6Al4 clusters at melted (left) and solidified (right) states obtained using the MEAM
potential.
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Figure 5-10: The atomic radial density distribution of titanium (Ti) and aluminum (Al) in
Ti7Al3 clusters at melted (left) and solidified (right) states obtained using the MEAM
potential.

Figure 5-11: The atomic radial density distribution of titanium (Ti) and aluminum (Al) in
Ti8Al2 clusters at melted (left) and solidified (right) states obtained using the MEAM
potential.

Figure 5-12: The atomic radial density distribution of titanium (Ti) and aluminum (Al) in
Ti9Al1 cluster at melted (left) and solidified (right) states obtained using the MEAM
potential.
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The plots suggest that titanium concentrates at core in both liquid and solid states
whereas aluminum atoms stay at the surface. In the clusters with 70, 80 and 90 at%
titanium, namely, Ti7Al3, Ti8 Al2, and Ti9Al1, aluminum is concentrated at the core in the
liquid state, whereas, aluminum shifts little bit but not all the way to the surface upon
solidification. The titanium-rich MEAM models (Ti7 Al3, Ti8Al2, ad Ti9 Al1) show low
segregation of aluminum and therefore should be further explored for SLM powder
creation for better adhesion between the interfacial layers. Aluminum is not preferred on
the surface upon solidification because if that is the case, considering the weak
aluminum-aluminum bond strength, the adhesion between the two interfacial layers
becomes very weak, reducing the overall strength of the 3D printed part.
The following bar charts are created to understand the concentration profile at
melting and solidification better (Figure 5-13, Figure 5-14, Figure 5-15, and Figure 516).
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71.67% 75.81%
65.64%
70.00%
60.69% 59.51% 62.19% 63.82%
56.79%
54.95%
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43.21% 39.31% 40.49% 37.81%
36.1…
34.36%
40.00%
28.33% 24.19%
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20.00%
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0.00%
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Figure 5-13: The concentration of titanium atoms at 2000K/2500K at the surface and the
core of the cluster obtained using the MEAM potential.
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Figure 5-14: The concentration of titanium atoms at 2000K/2500K at the surface and the
core of the cluster obtained using the MEAM potential.
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Figure 5-15: The concentration of aluminum atoms at 2000K/2500K at the surface and
the core of the cluster obtained using the MEAM potential.
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Figure 5-16: The concentration of aluminum atoms at 300K at the surface and the core
of the cluster obtained using the MEAM potential.

Figure 5-13 and Figure 5-14 represent the concentration profiles of titanium
atoms at liquid and solid states. The concentration of titanium in the aluminum rich
clusters (Ti1 Al9 , Ti2 Al8 , Ti3 Al7, and Ti4 Al6) on the surface decreases upon solidification.
Like in the EAM case, this change in concentration could be because surface geometry of
the cluster is changing at low temperature.
Similarly, Figure 5-15 and Figure 5-16 represent the concentration profiles of
aluminum atoms at liquid and solid states. The plots show that in all cases aluminum
concentrates the most at the surface in the liquid state. However, upon solidification
aluminum still stays at the surface but the concentration is significantly reduced.
Therefore, aluminum has high surface segregation at liquid state.
5.3

Potential Energy and Heat Capacity Curves

The potential energy and heat capacity curves are created in order to identify the
phase change temperatures (melting temperatures) of the clusters obtained using the
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MEAM model. This analysis is not done on the EAM clusters. Figures 5-17 – Figure 527 represent the plots of potential energies at different temperatures and the
corresponding heat capacity peaks.

Figure 5-17: The potential energy (blue and silver) and the heat capacity (red) curves for
pure aluminum.

Figure 5-18: The potential energy (blue and silver) and the heat capacity (red) curves for
Ti1Al9.
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Figure 5-19: The potential energy (blue and silver) and the heat capacity (red) curves for
Ti2Al8.

Figure 5-20: The potential energy (blue and silver) and the heat capacity (red) curves for
Ti3Al7.

Figure 5-21: The potential energy (blue and silver) and the heat capacity (red) curves for
Ti4Al6.
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Figure 5-22: The potential energy (blue and silver) and the heat capacity (red) curves for
Ti5Al5
.

Figure 5-23: The potential energy (blue and silver) and the heat capacity (red) curves for
Ti6Al4.

Figure 5-24: The potential energy (blue and silver) and the heat capacity (red) curves for
Ti7Al3.
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Figure 5-25: The potential energy (blue and silver) and the heat capacity (red) curves for
Ti8Al2.

Figure 5-26: The potential energy (blue and silver) and the heat capacity (red) curves for
Ti9Al1.

Figure 5-27: The potential energy (blue and silver) and the heat capacity (red) curves for
pure titanium.
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The blue lines represent the potential energy data which is noisy, and the red
dotted lines represent the heat capacity curves obtained directly from the simulation. The
silver line represents the noise reduced potential energy curves obtained from the Origin
Pro software.
𝜕𝑈
𝐶𝑣 = ( )
𝜕𝑇 𝑣

Eq. 5-1

The heat capacity is the derivative of the potential energy with respect to the
temperature (Eq.5-1). Hence, a peak on the heat capacity curve suggests a change in the
slope which could mean that there is a phase change. From Figure 5-9, for pure
aluminum, heat capacity peak is visible at 711.76K suggesting the phase change in pure
aluminum has started at that temperature. At this temperature the cluster could be a mix
of liquid and solid phases.
By analyzing this the melting temperatures of all the clusters are identified as
follows:

Table 5-1: The melting temperatues of all cluster models obtained using the MEAM
potential

Cluster
Pure titanium
Ti1Al9
Ti2Al8
Ti3Al7
Ti4Al6
Ti5Al5
Ti6Al4
Ti7Al3
Ti8Al2
Ti9Al1
Pure titanium

Melting Temperature
711.76K
783.15K
799.04K
830.50K
883.96K
1078.09K
1083.58K
1122.83K
1125.79K
1165.85K
1185.36K
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In the MD study of melting of aluminum nanoparticles done by Alavi et al. [117],
the melting temperature of a pure aluminum cluster of 1000 atom is reported to be about
620 K which is about 91 K less than this calculation. The authors use Strietz-Mintmire
[118] electrostatic plus potential in that study. Due to the high surface to volume ratio,
the melting temperatures of nanoparticles is significantly lower than their bulk
counterparts. Considering that the bulk melting temperature of pure aluminum is around
933K, the results obtained in this study seem reasonable. Moreover, upon increasing the
concentration of titanium in the systems, the melting temperatures has increased linearly.

CHAPTER 6
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION: EFFECTS OF CLUSTER SIZE ON
SEGREGATION

6.1

Introduction

In the previous chapters, the structural changes and segregation studies of same
sized nanoclusters with different compositions are done. In this study, the size effect on
the segregation and structural evolution is studied using the timestep of 1 fs, the
equilibration time of 100 ps, and the total simulation time of 1 ns. The initial clusters are
modeled in Material’s Studio. For this case, the composition of ~90 at% titanium and ~10
at% of aluminum is chosen for the nanoclusters of two different sizes. The first cluster
has 1000 atoms with 900 titanium and 100 aluminum and the diameter of about 3.4 nm,
whereas the second cluster has 10000 atoms with 9000 titanium and 1000 aluminum and
the diameter of about 6.8 nm, therefore, the small cluster is named Ti900 Al100 and the
larger cluster is Ti9000 Al1000 in this study. Similar to the previous study, the clusters were
melted at 2500K and solidified at 300K, using both EAM and MEAM potentials. The
simulation is conducted in LAMMPS and the cooling rate for this study is calculated to
be 1.1x1012 K/s. Figure 6-1 represents the 3.4 nm and 6.8 nm clusters obtained from
Materials Studio software.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6-1: The initial input clusters (a) 3.4 nm and (b) 6.8 nm in diameter obtained from
Material’s Studio software, Gray: titanium, Pink: aluminum

6.2
6.2.1

Results and Discussion

Structural Evolution
In this section, the structural transformation of both clusters is discussed. Figure

6-2 - Figure 6-5 show the 3.4 nm EAM clusters, 3.4 nm MEAM clusters, 6.8 nm EAM
clusters, and 6.8 nm MEAM clusters at different temperatures as they solidify to room
temperature.
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Figure 6-2: The evolution of the 3.4 nm (Ti900 Al100) clusters from liquid to solid using
the EAM potential.

Figure 6-3: The evolution of the 3.4 nm (Ti900 Al100) clusters from liquid solid using the
MEAM potential.
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Figure 6-4: The evolution of the 6.8 nm (Ti9000 Al1000) clusters from liquid solid using the
EAM potential.

Figure 6-5: The evolution of the 6.8 nm (Ti9000 Al1000) clusters from liquid solid using the
MEAM potential.
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The solidified surface structure of the 3.4 nm and the 6.8 nm EAM clusters
containing 1000 and 10000 atoms respectively show that at both liquid and solidified
state there are aluminum atoms present, whereas the solidified surface structure of the 3.4
nm and the 6.8 nm MEAM clusters show that the aluminum atoms are present in the
liquid state but upon solidification the aluminum atoms are barely visible on the surface.
Additionally, the solidified EAM clusters (both size) are clearly faceted. However, the
solidified MEAM clusters have some atomic ordering but not clear faceting. From the
previous study it is known that the titanium-rich clusters when the EAM potential is used,
shows a probable icosahedral geometry. Likewise, in this study the EAM clusters (both
size) tends to show an inclination to icosahedron at solidified state. The perfect
icosahedron symmetry in these clusters is not visible, however, the facets are highlighted
in yellow in Figure 6-6 for visualization. This suggests that the atoms have started to
nucleate. Depending on the cooling rate, metallic liquids can form either non-equilibrium
phase or equilibrium phase upon solidification. The cooling rate used in this study makes
this simulation the case of rapid cooling. Therefore, it can be concluded that if the
cooling rate of the simulation is reduced to significantly lower magnitudes (105-107 K/s),
the nucleation can be more pronounced and the MEAM potential eventually could predict
this better.
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Figure 6-6: The solidified (a) Ti900 Al100 and (b) Ti9000 Al1000 clusters obtained using the
EAM potential; yellow highlighted atoms for the visualization of facets.

6.2.2

Atom Segregation
This section discusses the atom density distribution obtained using the Eq. 4-1

and the effects on segregation when the size of the cluster is increased. The segregation is
better explained in the following plots (Figure 6-7 and Figure 6-8).

(a)

(b)

Figure 6-7: The atomic radial density distribution of titanium atoms in both 3.4 nm and
6.8 nm clusters obtained using both EAM and MEAM potentials at (a) 2500K and (b)
300K.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6-8: The atomic radial density distribution of aluminum atoms in both 3.4 nm and
6.8 nm clusters obtained using both EAM and MEAM potentials at (a) 2500K and (b)
300K.

In Figure 6-7 and Figure 6-8, the grey and black lines represent titanium,
the pink and red lines represent aluminum, the straight lines represent the results
obtained from EAM potential, and the dotted lines represent the results from
MEAM potential. From the atomic radial density distribution (Figure 6-7), in the
melted EAM models, the higher concentration of titanium can be seen at the radial
distance of 15-16Å for the 3.4 nm cluster and at 30-33Å for the larger cluster. The
melted MEAM clusters also show the higher concentration of titanium at the same
region as the EAM models. Upon solidification, the higher concentration of
titanium for the small cluster is observed at 15-16Å and at 30-32Å for the larger
clusters, in both potential models. The MEAM model also shows the concentration
of titanium at the same radial distance for the smaller cluster, however, for the
larger cluster, the higher concentration is shifted all the way to the surface. From
Figure 6-8, for aluminum, in both the melted potential models, the highest
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concentration of aluminum is observed at the radial distance of 12-15Å for the
smaller clusters. For the larger clusters, both EAM and MEAM melted clusters
show the highest concentration of aluminum at the radial distance of 31-33Å. The
solidified EAM clusters show that the aluminum concentrates at the radial distance
of 15Å for the smaller and at 30Å for the larger cluster. The solidified MEAM
clusters show that the aluminum concentrates at the distance of 12-14Å for the
smaller and at 31-33Å for the larger cluster.
The multiple distinct peaks obtained from the MEAM models (titanium and
aluminum) suggest that some kind of atomic ordering is being formed at those
radial distances. This could also mean that the MEAM potential has better
resolution than the EAM potential. Therefore, the segregation of aluminum in the
surface region is prevalent at the liquid and solid state using either of the
forcefields. The cause for such segregation could be the large difference between
the melting temperatures of the alloying elements (titanium and aluminum).
6.2.3

Potential Energy and Heat Capacity Curves
Figure 6-9 – Figure 6-12 represent the temperature vs potential energy and heat

capacity curves for both clusters using both forcefields.
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Figure 6-9: The potential energy (black) and the heat capacity (red) curves for the 3.4 nm
(Ti900Al100) cluster obtained using the EAM potential.
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Figure 6-10: The potential energy (black) and the heat capacity (red) curves for the 6.8
nm (Ti9000 Al1000) cluster obtained using the EAM potential.
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Figure 6-11: The potential energy (black) and the heat capacity (red) curves for the 3.4
nm (Ti900 Al100) cluster obtained using the MEAM potential.
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Figure 6-12: The potential energy (black) and the heat capacity (red) curves for the 6.8
nm (Ti9000 Al1000) cluster obtained using the MEAM potential.

Figure 6-9 and Figure 6-10 are the potential energy and heat capacity curves for
the 3.4 nm and 6.8 nm EAM clusters respectively. A distinct change in slope of the
potential energy curve is visible in both cases. The heat capacity curve sensed the change
at 962.5K for the smaller cluster and at 971.8K for the larger cluster. The melting
temperatures did not significantly change for the larger system. The potential energy and
the heat capacity curves obtained from the MEAM potential for both cluster sizes are
shown in Figure 6-11 and Figure 6-12. There can be seen no distinct change in slope in
the potential energy curve however, small transitions were sensed by the heat capacity
curves. The multiple heat capacity peaks could simply be from the noise of the data or it
could mean that the MEAM potential could be predicting some other phases at those
temperatures where a peak is observed. Also, depending on the temperature different
phases can be observed in an alloy. In the case of MEAM models, some transitions may
be being seen as the solidification proceeds. The sharp peaks at around 1200K might
mean that the melting started around that temperature. If this is the case, it contradicts the
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observation from the EAM potentials. Further precise melting temperature calculations
and analysis is needed to shed light in this situation.

CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

7.1

Conclusions

In this thesis, the behavior of titanium-aluminum bimetallic nanoparticles upon
the heat treatment is studied utilizing the molecular dynamics simulations with two
different forcefields. Several conclusions are drawn from this study and are summarized
here:
•

Our calculations show that both EAM and MEAM potentials predict segregation
of aluminum in liquid and solid states. However, in the cases of high titanium
content MEAM models (Ti7 Al3 , Ti8 Al2, and Ti9 Al1 ), aluminum migrates to the
surface of the cluster at solid state but not in the liquid state.

•

The titanium-rich MEAM models (Ti7 Al3 , Ti8 Al2 , ad Ti9Al1) show low
segregation of aluminum and therefore should be further explored for SLM
powder creation for better adhesion between the interfacial layers. Aluminum is
not preferred on the surface upon solidification because if that is the case,
considering the weak aluminum-aluminum bond strength, the adhesion between
the two interfacial layers becomes very weak, reducing the overall strength of the
3D printed part.

•

The EAM potential produces distinct solid structures (icosahedron) with visible
facets in the titanium rich cluster models (Ti8 Al2, Ti9Al1, pure titanium)
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•

The MEAM potential produces distinct solid structures (truncated octahedron) for
aluminum-rich cluster models (pure aluminum, Ti1Al9, Ti2 Al8).

•

In the size effect study in chapter 6, the EAM models show one distinct heat
capacity peak at 962.5K for the smaller cluster (3.4 nm, Ti 900 Al100) and at 971.8K
for the larger cluster (6.8 nm, Ti9000 Al1000) suggesting that the phase change starts
at that temperature for those titanium-rich clusters. However, the MEAM models
predicted multiple peaks in the heat capacity curve in both clusters. The most
intense peak representing the significant phase change is observed at ~1200K in
both clusters. This could mean that MEAM predicted small phase changes in the
system and may have better resolution than the EAM potential.

•

It is observed that the phase transition temperature, structural evolution, and
segregation do not depend on the cluster size.
7.2

•

Future Work

The metal systems start to exhibit bulk properties at the scale of 10 4 and higher. In
this thesis the atom systems of 10 3 and 104 is used. The future work will be to
start with multiscale simulation at the system size higher than 10 4 to resemble
more macroscopic models.

•

In real SLM environment, pressure plays an important role. Therefore, inclusion
of the pressure parameters in the simulations will be more realistic.

•

By the end of the study, the importance of the influence of cooling rate in the
microstructure is realized. Faster cooling rates cause little time for crystal
formation so amorphous structures can be observed whereas, slower cooling rate
provides longer incubation time for the atoms and have more chances to occupy
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the low energy position forming the crystals. Therefore, comparative simulation
studies under different cooling rates will give an insight into the atomic ordering
better.
•

Exploring the mechanical properties of the systems could be useful in
characterizing better metal powders for 3D printing applications.

•

Currently, the mostly used metal powder for SLM is Ti-6Al-4V. However,
computer simulation in this ternary composition of titanium-aluminum-vanadium
is not possible because of the unavailability of forcefield for such system. Upon
availability of the forcefield for this system, further investigation on segregation,
mechanical properties, thermal stability, and structural evolution can be done.

APPENDIX A
PBS SCRIPT WRITTEN FOR RUNNING THE SIMULATIONS IN
CERBERUS SUPERCOMPUTER

#!/bin/bash
#
# Batch queue to use
#PBS -q workq
#
# Requested number of nodes, cores per node, and wall-clock time (HH:MM:SS)
#PBS -l nodes=4:ppn=2
#PBS -l walltime=144:00:00
#
# Name of the job and the standard output/error files (merge with '-j oe')
#PBS -N <Name_of_the_job>
#PBS -j oe
#PBS -o par.out
#PBS -e par.err
cd $PBS_O_WORKDIR
#./<Name_of_file.py> >log
exit
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APPENDIX B
PYTHON CODE WRITTEN FOR CONVERTING EXCEL
COORDINATE FILE FROM MATERIALS STUDIO TO .XYZ
FORMAT
import xlrd
import os
from ase import Atom
from ase import Atoms
from ase.calculators.emt import EMT
from ase.optimize import BFGS
import numpy as np
from ase.io import write
# Go to the location of your Excel file and look at the location bar.
# To add add a directory in the file_location, simply insert another directory name
in single quotes and separated by commas.
file_location = os.path.join(os.path.expanduser('~'), '<Filename>.xlsx')
workbook = xlrd.open_workbook(file_location)
# WORKBOOK SHEET
# The first sheet in a workbook is specified as 0.
# The second is 1, etc.
sheet = workbook.sheet_by_index(0)
sata=[[sheet.cell_value(r, c) for c in range(sheet.ncols)] for r in
range(sheet.nrows)]
# CONVERSION CODE
data=np.array(sata)
x=[]
y=[]
z=[]
n=[]
coordinates=[]
Coordinates=[]
Element=[]
a=[]
L=(data[:,7])
for i in range(len(sata)):
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x.append(sata[i][1])
y.append(sata[i][2])
z.append(sata[i][3])
for i in range(len(x)):
coordinates.append(x[i])
coordinates.append(y[i])
coordinates.append(z[i])
Coordinates.append(np.array(coordinates).reshape(-1,3))
#print (Coordinates)
for i in range(len(L)):
Element.append(str(L[i]))
#Element.append(Coordinates[0][i])
#print (Element[i], Coordinates[0][i])
#print (Element)
for i in range(len(Element)):
A = (Atom(Element[i], Coordinates[0][i]))
a.append(A)
# PRINT
# This is the finished converted file to be used in the Simulation code.
# You can specify what to name the converted file here.
print (a)
molecule=Atoms(a)
write('<Filename>.xyz' , molecule

APPENDIX C
ASE CODE FOR MINIMA HOPPING

from ase import Atom
from ase import Atoms, io, optimize
from ase.calculators.eam import EAM
from ase.optimize import BFGS
import numpy as np
from ase.io import write, read
from ase.optimize.minimahopping import MinimaHopping
from ase.data import chemical_symbols
from ase.constraints import FixAtoms
# CONVERTED FILE NAME INPUT
# Change this to the converted file name. (Found at the bottom of the Converter
code under the PRINT section.)
fName= <Filename>.xyz'
struct = read(fName)
constraints= [FixAtoms(mask=[a.symbol=='Ti' for a in struct])]
struct.set_constraint(constraints)
calc= EAM(potential=’<Potential_Library>’)
struct.set_calculator(calc)
#opt=BFGS(struct)
#opt.run(fmax=0.02)
#write('fName.xyz', struct)
e_struct = struct.get_potential_energy()
print('cluster molecule energy: %5.2f eV' % e_struct)
# Instantiate and run the minima hopping algorithm.
hop = MinimaHopping(struct, Ediff0=2.5, T0=2000, optimizer=BFGS)
hop(totalsteps=20)
from ase.optimize.minimahopping import MHPlot
mhplot = MHPlot()
mhplot.save_figure('summary.png')
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